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Data Analytics
6 Ways Data Analytics Can
Prepare Your Company For
Adopting Changes Faster
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Easy Access To Data And Services
Companies can build their
own monitoring tools and
practices to maintain high
levels of agility and
efficiency and stay relevant
in this competitive market.

Making use of tools that are equipped with the
latest technologies can give organizations
access to data and services from wherever and
whenever they want. This way, the digital
solution would help you align the workflows
you create with the company’s internal
software system. Also, considering the amount
of information available to each company these
days, analysing them in real-time for quick and
profitable decision-making would be useful in
gaining a competitive advantage. Cloud-based
tools, especially, can gather, sort and analyse
data on the same platform and remotely send
insights and amplify innovation.
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Generate Accurate Data Reports In
Less Time
Compile reports about your
business operations to
ensure that each of them is
on track and are keeping up
with their timelines.

In the last few years, predictive maintenance
has emerged as one of the most trusted resorts
for improving the overall health of the
equipment used in an organization. According
to statistics, AI-based predictive maintenance
can reduce upto 20% of the annual downtime
and 25% of the inspection costs. Predictive
maintenance revolves around using sensors for
gathering data about the present conditions of
the equipment thereby, enabling businesses to
schedule their maintenance beforehand instead
of pushing it until the last minute and
increasing the downtime. If needed, the
operating machines can be set up with their
own AI-sensors so that they can alert the
technicians for replacement.
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Price Optimization
For businesses to maximize
their ROI, it is incredibly
important to cut down
operational costs yet
balance their quality of their
products/services with
customer expectations.

Data analytics provides a 360-degree view of
business operations and all the major factors
impacting them. This way, companies have a
better chance of spotting the areas where they
can cut down costs and still maintain the
quality of results. Through predictive analytics,
organizations can outline the perceived value
of their products and align them with market
demands in the long run. Through historical
data collected through sales, transactions,
market trends and individual buying trends
data analytics make it possible for businesses
to boost productivity, reduce operational costs
and delineate product prices that would fetch
them the maximum profit.

Understand
Your Data

Identify
Opportunities

Data-Driven
Decisions

Transform rows of
data into
visualizations that
help you quickly
understand the big
picture, quickly
identify patterns and
trends, and find
insights among
multiple datasets
from different
sources.

View all of your
data in a single
view, create robust,
reusable, live
models, and
discover
opportunities for
more efficiency and
identify potential
risks—before they
impact your
business.

Share reports and
dashboards to get
everyone on the
same page so that
they can predict the
outcome of
different option, use
visuals to distill the
most pertinent
information, and
de-silo data across
the organization.
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Tackle Uncertainties And Embrace
Changes Faster
Capitalize on historical data
and spot uncertainties and
risks ahead of time so that
they can be mitigated
quickly to avoid service
delays and downtime.

Preparing your company to embrace major
changes could turn out to be an uncertain road
if not planned properly. Therefore, using data
analytics to determine what’s coming in the
future and efficiently manage uncertainties.
Data analytics helps companies tackle
uncertainties by putting forward a cause and
effect of the marketplace. When multiple
calculations of this type are integrated and
analysed at a single point of truth, it becomes
quite easy to address tomorrow’s decisions
with a level of certainty and accuracy even
during ambiguous times. The insights
generated by data analytics can help in
optimizing resource allocation, effective
application of efforts and handling what’s
coming next with greater confidence.
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Personalized Services
According to reports, about
91% of the global customers
are likely to turn to
companies that offer
personalized services and
recommendations based on
their past interactions.

Even though businesses have a large audience
with variable preferences to cater to,
personalization of services can always take their
marketing efforts a notch higher. With data
analytics, assessing your customers’ past orders
and transactions is like looking for crucial
points with a magnifying glass – better and
clearer. You can collect high-quality, relevant
data from multiple online sources such as
purchase preferences, website navigation and
wishlist products and fabricate personalized
recommendations, suggestions, and payment
and delivery preferences. Moreover, your
company’s customer support can have AIenabled bots to analyse and understand
customer queries based on past references and
send quick responses to enhance consumer
experience.
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Companies Can Control the
Major Aspects
Although there are
innumerable factors that
regulate the success and
failure of a company, there
are a few things that are
under its control and data
analytics steer them in the
right direction.

An effective data analytics strategy can help
businesses automatically track and manage the
areas that are under their control. A powerful
data analytics strategy can discover and
improve the market campaigns that are
bringing the most number of leads to reduce
costs and accelerate the overall growth of the
company. Apart from this, analytics can also
conclude the products/service that are selling
the most in the market and how can they be
moulded to suit consumer demands better and
uncover approaches to improve customers’
perceptions. Pointing out how the organization
can tap on unused opportunities with higher
certainty is also something strategic data
analytics can achieve for you.

Improve
Improve Marketing
Marketing Campaigns
Campaigns
Improve marketing campaigns that are bringing
the most number of leads to cut down their costs
in the future and accelerate growth.

Discover Your Best-Selling Products
Use data analytics to discover your company's
best-selling products and make enhancements by
moulding them according to customer choices.

Capitalize On Untapped Opportunities
Let data analytics dig ddep into your historical data
and outline the profitable, yet under-utilised
opportunities with higher certainty.
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION PARTNER
Applications | Automation | Analytics
Tech Falcon LLC is a digital transformation partner for enterprises
as they embark on their digital transformation journey. We are
headquartered in Dubai. We help clients in manufacturing,
projects, distribution, public sector, real estate, and public sector to
achieve business and operational goals with business applications,
automation, and analytics services.

Contact us:
Office No 125,
Al Ferdous 4,
Al Wasl Road, Dubai.

Phone: +971 45 965 555
Email: info@techfalcon.ae
Website: https://techfalcon.ae

Connect with us:
linkedin.com/company/tech-falcon-dubai
facebook.com/techfalcondubai
https://twitter.com/techfalcondub

